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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel mixed-integer non-linear programming model for the design of a dynamic cellular manufacturing system (DCMS) based on production planning (PP) decisions and several manufacturing attributes. Such an integrated DCMS model with an extensive coverage of important design features has not been proposed yet and incorporates several manufacturing attributes including alternative process routings, operation sequence, processing time, production volume of parts, purchasing machine, duplicate machines, machine depot, machine capacity, lot splitting, material flow conservation equations, inflation coefficient, cell workload balancing, budget constraints for cell construction and machine procurement, varying number of formed cells, worker capacity, holding inventories and backorders, outsourcing part-operations, warehouse capacity, and cell reconfiguration. The objective of the integrated model is to minimize the total costs of cell construction, cell unemployment, machine overhead and machine processing, part-operations setup and production, outsourcing, backorders, inventory holding, material handling between system and warehouse, intra-cell and inter-cell movements, purchasing new machines, and machine relocation/installation/uninstallation. A comprehensive numerical example taken from the literature is solved by the Lingo software to illustrate the performance of the proposed model in handling the PP decisions and to investigate the incorporated manufacturing attributes in an integrated DCMS.


1. Introduction
Cellular manufacturing (CM), which is an innovative manufacturing strategy derived from a group technology (GT) concept, is an approach that can be used to improve both flexibility and efficiency in today’s modern competitive manufacturing environments, such as flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and just-in-time (JIT) production. The design of a cellular manufacturing system (CMS) involves in 1) cell formation (CF) (i.e., grouping parts with similar processing requirements into part families and corresponding machines into machine cells), 2) group layout (GL) (i.e., laying out machines within each cell, called intra-cell layout, and cells with regard to one another, called inter-cell layout), 3) group scheduling (GS) (i.e., scheduling part families), and 4) resource
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allocation (i.e., assigning tools and human and material resources) [12].

An increasingly significant issue in CM is shorter product life cycles. Ignoring new products incoming at future imposes subsequent unplanned changes to the CMS and causes production disruptions and unexpected costs.

Hence, product life cycle changes should be incorporated in the design of cells. This type of model is called the dynamic cellular manufacturing system (DCMS) [7]. The DCMS is related to cell reconfiguration involving relocation of the existing machines between cells, purchasing and adding new machines to cells, removing the idle machines from cells and transferring machines between cells and machine depot.

Mungwattana [6] proposed a mathematical model and a solution approach for designing CMSs under dynamic and stochastic production environments with the routing flexibility. Schaller et al., [10] proposed a mathematical model showing how inventory planning can be integrated with cell formation to handle varying demands in a dynamic environment. They mentioned certain strategies that can be used to balance the effects of short-term demand variability in a CMS. These include combining cells to even out load variations, routing parts through alternative cells, allowing inter-cell movements, holding inventories, and backorders. Chen and Cao [2] integrated production planning and CMS in order to minimize the sum of costs of inter-cell material handling, setting up manufacturing cells, holding the finished items over the planning horizon, setting up the system to process different parts in different time periods, and machine operating.

Defersha and Chen [3] proposed the comprehensive mathematical model incorporating dynamic cell configuration, alternative routings, lot splitting, sequence of operations, multiple units of identical machines, machine capacity, workload balancing among cells, operation cost, subcontracting cost, tool consumption cost, setup cost, cell size limits, and machine adjacency constraints. Defersha and Chen [4] developed a comprehensive mathematical model for dynamic manufacturing cell formation with a multi-item and multi-level lot sizing aspects and the impact of lot size on product quality. They formulated a model incorporating a number of manufacturing features, such as dynamic system configuration, alternative routings, sequence of operations, machine capacity constraint, workload balancing, cell size limit and machine closeness requirements. Saidi-Mehrabad and Safaei [9] presented the dynamic cell formation model, in which the number of formed cells at each period can be different that minimizes the machine cost, relocation, and inter-cell movement costs. Ahkioon et al., [1] formulated the integrated approach to CMS design as the non-linear mixed-integer programming model incorporating production planning and system reconfiguration decisions with the presence of alternate 

process routings, operation sequence, duplicate machines, machine capacity, and lot splitting.

Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al., [11] considered two kinds of cells in the CF, namely (1) common cells able to manufacture all kind of parts and (2) specific cells able to manufacture a specific type of product. They considered two kinds of capital constraints, namely (1) Capital constraints to form cells and (2) capital constraint to procure required equipment. In their research, three simultaneous goals were taken into account to be minimized three objectives, namely (1) the total cost of delay of delivering the part to the customers, (2) the costs of cell idleness in each period, and (3) the unused capital. Safaei and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam [8] integrated the multi-period cell formation and production planning in a dynamic CMS in order to minimize the costs of machine, inter/intra-cell movement, reconfiguration, subcontracting, and inventory holding. They investigated the effect of the trade-off between production and outsourcing costs on the cell reconfiguration.

Mahdavi et al., [5] presented an integer nonlinear mathematical programming model for the design of DCMSs by considering multi-period production planning, dynamic system reconfiguration, operation time, production volume of parts, machine capacity, alternative workers, available time of workers, hiring and firing of workers, and worker assignment. The objective of their presented model is to minimize the total costs of holding and backorder, inter-cell material handling, machine and reconfiguration, and hiring, firing and salary.

Within the context of a multi-period production planning, it is assumed that the demands for parts vary in each period in a deterministic way. This allows the model to manufacture more in a period so that this inventory can be used in future periods or to outsource parts when internal production is not practical either due to insufficient machine capacity or uneconomical consequences. The dynamic cell formation and production planning decisions are interrelated and may not be handled sequentially [4].

However, for more reality, we incorporate some of the PP attributes, such as facility and worker capacity, inventories holding, outsourcing of part operations and backorders to form the manufacturing cells. Then, the aim of this paper is to present a new mathematical model integrating CF and PP with an extensive coverage of important manufacturing attributes consisting of alternative process routings, operation sequence, processing time, production volume of parts, purchasing machine, duplicate machines, machine depot, machine capacity, lot splitting, material flow conservation equations, inflation coefficient, cell workload balancing, budget constraints for cell construction and machine procurement, varying number of formed cells, worker capacity, holding inventories and backorders, outsourcing part operations, warehouse capacity, and cell
reconfiguration. The presented model provides a larger coverage of the manufacturing attributes than the reviewed papers. Also, a wider range of input parameters, decision variables and cell formation criteria are incorporated than the models reviewed above. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a novel mathematical model integrating DCMS and PP with manufacturing attributes is presented. We present the numerical example in Section 3. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Mathematical Model and Problem Descriptions

2.1. Model Assumptions
In this section, the integrated model is formulated under the following assumptions:

1. Each part type has a number of operations that must be processed based on its operation sequence.
2. The demand for each part type in each period is known.
3. The capabilities of part-operations processing and processing time of part-operations for each machine type are known and unvarying over the planning horizon.
4. In this model we assume that in the first period, there are few machines available to utilize. Hence, in the first period we possibly have to purchase some machines to satisfy machine capacity constraint. In the next periods, if the present capacity of machines cannot satisfy the part demand, some machines can be purchased and added to the current utilized machines.
5. In each period that there is surplus capacity, we can remove idle machines from the cells and transfer to machine depot in order to decrease the overhead cost and provide empty locations in cells and whenever it is necessary to increase the machine capacity of system, we can return those machines to the cells.
6. Each machine type has a limited capacity expressed in hours during each time period and constant over the planning horizon.
7. Machines can have one or more identical duplicates to satisfy capacity requirements and reduce/eliminate inter-cell movements.
8. Cell reconfiguration involves transferring of the existing machines between cells, purchasing and adding new machines to cells, removing the idle machines from cells and transferring machines between cells and machine depot.
9. The transferring cost of each machine type is known. Even if a machine is removed from or returned to the cells, this transferring cost is incurred. All machine types can be moved to any cell. This cost is paid for several situations: to install a new purchased machine or a machine returned from depot, to uninstall a machine removed from a cell, and to transfer a machine between two cells or between a cell and machine depot.
10. The overhead cost of each machine type is known and implies maintenance and other overhead costs such as energy cost and general service. This cost is also considered for each machine in each period if that machine is utilized on the cells to process part-operations. So the idle machines removed from the cells do not impose any overhead costs.
11. The variable cost of each machine type implying the operating cost is dependent on the workload assigned to the machine and is known.
12. Parts are transferred between and within cells, or between cells and warehouse. Inter-cell movement happens whenever successive operations of a part type are carried out in different cells. Also, the intra-cell movement happens whenever successive operations of a part type are processed on different machines in the same cell. Moreover, movement between cells and warehouse happens whenever whole or partial of operations of a part type are transferred from cells to warehouse in order to continue processing in the next periods or transferred from warehouse to the cells in order to continue processing the remaining operations in the current period.
13. Material handling devices moving the parts between machines are assumed to carry only one part at a time.
14. Inter-cell and intra-cell movements and movements between cells and warehouse based on the part types have different costs regardless of distances.
15. Set up batches related to the operations of each part type have different sizes, costs and times.
16. The maximum and minimum of the cell size is known in advance. The presence of too many machines in a cell generates cluttered flows in a cell due to too many routes and reduces monitoring machines.
17. All machine types are assumed to be multi-purposed ones, which are capable to perform one or more operations. In the same manner, each operation of a part type can be performed on different machine types with different processing times. This feature providing the flexibility to the process plan of parts is known as alternative process routings that can be utilized to obtain a better cell design.
18. A part operation can be distributed between several machines within the same cell or even in different cells (lot splitting).
19. The maximum number of cells formed in each
period must be specified in advance.

20. Depending on the demand volume and total costs of meeting that demand, the system can produce some surplus parts in a period, hold between successive periods and use in future planning periods. Backorders, another PP strategy, are allowed. Also, due to limited machine capacities, outsourcing can be used to provide some of the required parts to meet the market demand. Furthermore, in this model holding inventory of semi-finished parts and outsourcing of the operations of a part type are allowed. The time-gap between releasing and receiving orders (i.e., lead time) is known in advance.

21. The workload of the cells should be balanced.
22. Capital available for the formation of manufacturing cells as well as capital available for the purchasing of machines is limited.
23. The working time of workers in each period is known.
24. The number of workers allotted for processing each operation of a part type on each corresponding machine is known in advance.
26. The capacity of warehouse based on the maximum volume of parts which can be stored is known.
27. Inflation increase machine purchase cost and outsourcing cost in the successive periods based on inflation rate.

Sets:

\( t = \{1, 2, \ldots, T\} \) \hspace{1cm} index set of time periods
\( p = \{1, 2, \ldots, P\} \) \hspace{1cm} index set of part types
\( m = \{1, 2, \ldots, M\} \) \hspace{1cm} index set of machine types
\( c = \{1, 2, \ldots, C\} \) \hspace{1cm} index set of cells
\( R(m)=\{1, \ldots, NA_m\} \) \hspace{1cm} index set of machine numbers
\( K(p)=\{1,2,\ldots,K_p\} \) \hspace{1cm} index set of operations indices for part type \( p \)

Model Parameters:

\( BN \) \hspace{1cm} a big number
\( qc \) \hspace{1cm} balancing factor for the workload of a cell being as low as \( qc \times 100\% \) from the average workload per cell
\( B_U \) \hspace{1cm} upper cell size limit
\( B_L \) \hspace{1cm} lower cell size limit
\( C \) \hspace{1cm} maximum number of cells that can be formed in each period
\( FCT_t \) \hspace{1cm} cost of forming a cell in period \( t \)
\( BM_t \) \hspace{1cm} budget available to purchase machines in period \( t \)
\( BC_t \) \hspace{1cm} budget available to form cells in period \( t \)
\( CU \) \hspace{1cm} cost of a unit idle time for each cell
\( BS_{pkm} \) \hspace{1cm} batch size to set up operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) on machine type \( m \)
\( \alpha_{plan} \) \hspace{1cm} 1 if operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) can be processed on machine type \( m \); 0 otherwise
\( t_{plan} \) \hspace{1cm} processing time of operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) on machine type \( m \)
\( HR_{pkm} \) \hspace{1cm} number of workers required to process operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) on machine type \( m \)
\( CHR \) \hspace{1cm} available working time of workers in hours
\( H_{pkm} \) \hspace{1cm} setup cost for operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) on machine type \( m \)
\( DM_p \) \hspace{1cm} demand for part type \( p \) in period \( t \)
\( NA_m \) \hspace{1cm} maximum number of machine type \( m \) to be available in system (cells and machine depot)
\( PC_m \) \hspace{1cm} purchase cost of machine type \( m \) in period \( t \)
\( IND_m \) \hspace{1cm} number of machine type \( m \) available in machine depot before period 1
\( INS_m \) \hspace{1cm} cost of installing one machine of type \( m \)
\( UINS_m \) \hspace{1cm} cost of uninstalling one machine of type \( m \)
\( \gamma_m \) \hspace{1cm} cost of transferring one machine of type \( m \) between machine depot and cells
\( \delta_m \) \hspace{1cm} cost of transferring one machine of type \( m \) between two cells
\( TM_m \) \hspace{1cm} capacity of one unit of machine type \( m \) in hours
\( \alpha_m \) \hspace{1cm} overhead cost of machine type \( m \)
\( \beta_m \) \hspace{1cm} variable cost of machine type \( m \) per unit time
\( \varepsilon_{pk} \) \hspace{1cm} production cost per operation \( k \) of part type \( p \)
\( IA_p \) \hspace{1cm} intra-cell material handling cost per part type \( p \)
\( IE_p \) \hspace{1cm} inter-cell material handling cost per part type \( p \)
\( OC_{pkr} \) \hspace{1cm} outsourcing cost per operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) in period \( t \)
\( NO_{pkr} \) \hspace{1cm} number of operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) outsourced before current planning horizon and received in period 1
\( LT_{pk} \) \hspace{1cm} lead time between outsourcing operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) and receiving that operation
\( HC_{pk} \) \hspace{1cm} inventory holding cost per operation \( k \) of part type \( p \)
\( SWC_p \) \hspace{1cm} material handling cost between cells and warehouse per part type \( p \)
\( CW \) \hspace{1cm} warehouse capacity
\( WP_p \) \hspace{1cm} volume of one unit of part type \( p \) in warehouse
\( ISF_{pk1} \) \hspace{1cm} number of operation \( k \) of part type \( p \) processed before current planning horizon and hold in warehouse
Decision Variables:

- $\theta_p$: Backorder cost per unit part type $p$
- $BP_{pt}$: Number of part type $p$ backordered before current planning horizon
- $N_{pct}$: Number of operation $k$ of part type $p$ processed on machine type $m$ in cell $c$ in period $t$
- $Y_{ct}$: 1 if cell $c$ formed in period $t$; 0 otherwise
- $NP_{mt}$: Number of machine type $m$ purchased in period $t$
- $N_{mc}$: Number of machine type $m$ assigned to cell $c$ in period $t$
- $N^*_{mc}$: Number of machine type $m$ added to cell $c$ in period $t$
- $N_{mct}$: Number of machine type $m$ removed from cell $c$ in period $t$
- $RS_{mt}$: Number of machine type $m$ transferred between cells in period $t$
- $D_{mt}$: Number of machine type $m$ available in machine depot at the end of period $t$
- $SD_{mt}$: Number of machine type $m$ removed from cells and transferred to machine depot in period $t$
- $DS_{mt}$: Number of machine type $m$ removed from machine depot and transferred to cells in period $t$
- $BP_{pt}$: Number of part type $p$ backordered in period $t$
- $NO_{pt}$: Number of operation $k$ of part type $p$ outsourced ago and received in period $t$
- $WS_{pt}$: Number of operation $k$ of part type $p$ processed and held in warehouse ago and transferred to cells in period $t$
- $SW_{pt}$: Number of operation $k$ of part type $p$ processed and transferred from cells to warehouse in period $t$
- $ISF_{pt}$: Number of operation $k$ of part type $p$ held in warehouse in the beginning of period $t$
- $IP_{pt}$: Number of part type $p$ whose operations $k$ and $k+1$ are processed internally in cells in period $t$
- $ICP_{pct}$: Number of part type $p$ whose operations $k$ and $k+1$ are processed in the same cell $c$ in period $t$
- $NR_{pct}$: Number of part type $p$ whose operations $k$ and $k+1$ are processed on the same machine type $m$ in cell $c$ in period $t$

Assistant Variable:

- $P_{pt}$: Number of operation $k$ of part type $p$ processed in period $t$

2.2 Objective Function and Constraints

The proposed comprehensive DCMS model is now formulated as a non-linear mixed integer program:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min Z &= \sum_{c} \sum_{t} FC_{ct} Y_{ct} \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} C U \left( \sum_{m} T_{cm} N_{mct} \right) \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{m} \alpha_{mc} X_{pmct} \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{c} \sum_{m} \beta_{pmx} X_{pmct} \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{c} \sum_{m} \gamma_{mpc} \left( X_{pmct} \right) \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{c} \sum_{m} \mu_{pt} \left( X_{pmct} \right) \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{x} \delta_{pcx(t-\Delta t_{k+1})} NO_{pt} \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \beta_{pt} BP_{pt} \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} HC_{pt} ISF_{pt} \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{x} SWC_{px} \left( \sum_{c} WS_{pt} + \sum_{c} SW_{pt} \right) \\
&\quad + \sum_{c} \sum_{t} \sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{c} \sum_{x} IA_{pt} IFC_{pct} 
\end{align*}
$$
\begin{align}
+ \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{m=1}^{M} (UINS_m + \gamma_m) SD_{mt} & \quad (1-15) \\
+ \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{m=1}^{M} (UINS_m + \delta_m + INS_m) RS_{mt} & \quad (1-16) \\
+ \sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{m=1}^{M} (\gamma_m + INS_m) DS_{mt} & \quad (1-14)
\end{align}

\text{Subject to:}
\begin{align}
\sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{t} \sum_{m} HP_{pkm}, t_{pkm}, X_{pkmct} \leq CHR & \quad \forall t \in T \\
\sum_{p} \sum_{k} \sum_{t} \sum_{m} t_{pkm}, X_{pkmct} \geq \frac{q_{c}}{\sum_{e} Y_{e}} & \quad \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \\
\sum_{c} FC_{t} Y_{ct} \leq BC_{t} & \quad \forall t \in T \\
\sum_{m} FC_{m} - NP_{m} \leq BM_{t} & \quad \forall t \in T \\
\sum_{c} \sum_{m} a_{pkm}, X_{pkmct} = P_{p, k} \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} & \quad \forall t \in T \\
\begin{align}
P_{pct} + NO_{pct} + WS_{pct} - SW_{pct} &= P_{p(k+1)t} + NO_{p(k+1)(t+1)} \\
& \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} - 1, \forall t \in T \\
P_{pKSt} + NO_{pKSt} + WS_{pKSt} - SW_{pKSt} &= DM_{pt} + BP_{p(t-1)} - BP_{pt} \\
& \quad \forall p \in P, \forall t \in T \\
IP_{pct} &= \min \{ P_{p(k+1)t}, P_{pct} \} \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} - 1, \forall t \in T \\
NR_{pkmct} &= \min \{ X_{p(k+1)mct}, X_{pkmct} \} & \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} - 1, \forall m \in M, \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \\
ICP_{pct} &= \min \{ \sum_{m} X_{p(k+1)mct}, \sum_{m} X_{pkmct} \} & \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} - 1, \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \\
IFC_{pct} &= ICP_{pct} - \sum_{m} NR_{pkmct} & \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} - 1, \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \\
ECP_{pct} &= IP_{pct} - \sum_{c} ICP_{pct} & \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_{p} - 1, \forall t \in T \\
\sum_{p} \sum_{k} WP_{p}, lSF_{pct} \leq CW & \quad \forall t \in T
\end{align}
\[ IS_{p_kt} - WS_{p_kt} + SW_{p_kt} = IS_{p_{k+1}} \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_p, \forall t \in T - 1 \quad (15) \]

\[ WS_{p_kt} = IS_{p_kt} \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_p \quad (16) \]

\[ BL \cdot Y_{ct} \leq \sum_{m} N_{mct} \leq BU \cdot Y_{ct} \quad \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \quad (17) \]

\[ Y_{(c+1)t} \leq Y_{ct} \quad \forall c \in C - 1, \forall t \in T \quad (18) \]

\[ IND_m - DS_{m1} = D_{m1} \quad \forall m \in M \quad (19) \]

\[ D_{m(1-t)} + SD_{m} - DS_{m} = D_{mt} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall t - 1 \in T \quad (20) \]

\[ \sum_{p} \sum_{k} f_{p_km} x_{p_kmct} \leq TM_{mc} \cdot N_{mct} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \quad (21) \]

\[ \sum_{c} N_{mct} + D_{mt} \leq NA_{mt} \forall m \in M, \forall t \in T \quad (22) \]

\[ NP_{m1} + DS_{m1} = \sum_{c} N_{mct} \quad \forall m \in M \quad (23) \]

\[ N_{m(c+1)t} + N_{m}^+ - N_{m}^- = N_{mct} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall c \in C, \forall t - 1 \in T \quad (24) \]

\[ \sum_{c} N_{mct}^+ - \sum_{c} N_{mct}^- = NP_{mct} + DS_{m} - SD_{m} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall t - 1 \in T \quad (25) \]

\[ RS_{m} = m \cdot n \left( \sum_{c} N_{mct}^+ + \sum_{c} N_{mct}^- \right) \quad \forall m \in M, \forall c \in C, \forall t - 1 \in T \quad (26) \]

\[ Y_{ct} \text{ is binary} \quad \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \quad (27) \]

\[ RS_{m}, SD_{m} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall t \in T \quad (28) \]

\[ DS_{m}, NP_{m} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall t \in T \quad (29) \]

\[ BP_{p}, \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \quad \forall p \in P, \forall t \in T - 1 \quad (30) \]

\[ N_{mct} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \quad \forall m \in M, \forall c \in C, \forall t \in T \quad (31) \]

\[ N_{mct}^+, N_{mct}^- \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \forall m \in M, \forall c \in C, \forall t - 1 \in T \quad (32) \]

\[ WS_{p_kt}, P_{p_kt} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \quad \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_p, \forall t \in T \quad (33) \]

\[ NO_{p_kt}, IS_{p_kt} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_p, \forall t - 1 \in T \quad (34) \]

\[ SW_{p_kt} \geq 0 \text{ and integer} \forall p \in P, \forall k \in K_p, \forall t \in T - 1 \quad (35) \]
There are 16 items in the considered objective function as follows. Term (1.1) is the total cost of forming cells. Term (1.2) is the total cost of idleness of cells. Term (1.3) incorporates the overhead cost for all machines utilized in the manufacturing cells during planning horizon.

Terms (1.4) to (1.9) are machine operating cost, production cost of part-operations, setup cost, outsourcing cost, backorders cost, and inventory holding cost, respectively. Term (1.10) is material handling cost between cells and warehouse for all part types. Terms (1.11) and (1.12) are the total costs of intra-cell and inter-cell material handling, respectively. Term (1.13) is purchasing and installation costs of new machines to be added to cells. Term (1.14) is installation and transferring costs of machines to be removed from machine depot and added to cells. Term (1.15) is uninstallation and transferring costs of machines to be removed from cells and added to machine depot. Finally, Term (1.16) is uninstallation, installation and transferring costs of machines to be transferred between cells. Constraint (2) ensures that the workload assigned to workers in man-hours does not exceed from available capacity.

Constraint (3) enforces workload to be balanced among cells where the factor $q_{c_i} \in [0,1]$ is used to determine the degree of the workload balance. If $q_{c_i}$ is chosen close to 1.0, the allowable workload of each cell will be close to the average workload determined by $1/\sum Y_{o_i} \times 100\%$ of the total workload. Constraints (4) and (5) are related to available budget to forming cells and purchasing machines, respectively. Constraint (6) is to determine the quantity of operation $k$ of part type $p$ processed internally in manufacturing cells. Constraint (7) is material flow conservation equation for operations of parts.

Constraint (7) implies that to processing operation $k + 1$ of part type $p$ internally by manufacturing cells or externally by outsourcing in period $t$, a portion of previous operation $k$ should be processed internally, a portion of previous operation would be outsourced parts which are received in period $t$, some processed parts are transferred to warehouse and the rest is received from warehouse. Equation (8) is demand satisfaction constraint at each period. To meet the demand of part type $p$ in period $t$ and aggregated backorders from previous periods, it enforces processing the final operation $K_p$ internally by manufacturing cells or externally by outsourcing.

Holding inventory, another PP strategy to manufacture in the previous periods by lower level of demands to meet demand in the subsequent periods by higher level of demands, is allowed. The unsatisfied demand is backordered to subsequent period.

Equation (9) is to determine the quantity of successive operations $k$ and $k + 1$ of part type $p$ processed internally by manufacturing cells. Equation (10) is to determine the quantity of successive operations $k$ and $k + 1$ of part type $p$ processed by a same machine type in a cell.

Equation (11) is to determine the quantity of successive operations $k$ and $k + 1$ of part type $p$ processed in a same cell. Equations (12) and (13) are to determine the quantity of intra-cell and inter-cell movements of successive operations $k$ and $k + 1$ of part type $p$, respectively. Constraint (14) is related to warehouse capacity. Equation (15) is to determine the quantity of processed operations of each part type hold in the warehouse at the end of the last period $T$. Cell size limits are defined by Constraint (17). The order of forming cells is determined by Constraint (18). The number of machines available in a machine depot at the end of period 1 and the subsequent periods are calculated by Constraints (19) and (20), respectively.

Inequality (21) is machine type capacity constraint. Inequality (22) guarantees that the number of machines of type $m$ utilized in manufacturing cells or available in machine depot does not exceed from the maximum number of machines of type $m$ to be available in system.

Equation (23) is to guaranty that the machines purchased or transferred from depot to cells in the first period are assigned to manufacturing cells. Equation (24) says that the number of machines of type $m$ utilized in cell $c$ in the current period, $t$, is equal to the number of machines of type $m$ utilized in cell $c$ in the previous period, $t - 1$, plus the number of machines of type $m$ added to cell $c$, or minus the number of machines of type $m$ removed from cell $c$. Equation (25) describes that the deviation between the number of machines of type $m$ added to cells and the number of
those removed from cells is equal to the number of machines of type \( m \) purchased, plus those transferred from depot to cells, or minus those transferred from cells to depot. Equation (26) is to determine the number of machines of each type transferred between different cells. Finally, Constraints (27) to (39) provide the logical binary and non-negativity integer necessities for the decision variables.

2.3. Linearization of the Proposed Model
The proposed model is a nonlinear mixed-integer programming model because of Min function in Equations (9), (10), (11) and (26) and Ceiling function in Equation (1.6). To linearize Equation (9), binary variable \( IP_{pict}^+ \) is introduced and the following constraints are added to the main model.

\[
\begin{align*}
IP_{pict}^+ + BN \cdot IP_{pict}^- & \geq P_p(k+l)_{ict} \\
IP_{pict}^- + BN \cdot (1 - IP_{pict}^+) & \geq P_{pict}
\end{align*}
\]

To linearize Equation (10), adding the following constraints to the main model is sufficient.

\[
\begin{align*}
NR_{pikt} & \leq X_{p(k+1)ntc} \\
NR_{pikt} & \leq X_{pntc}
\end{align*}
\]

Similar to linearization of Equation (10), adding the following constraints to the main model is enough to linearize Equation (11).

\[
\begin{align*}
ICP_{pict} & \leq \sum_{m} N_{p(k+1)ntc} \\
ICP_{pict} & \leq \sum_{m} N_{pntc}
\end{align*}
\]

To linearize Equation (26), the following constraints must be added to the main model.

\[
\begin{align*}
RS_{mt} & = \sum_{p} X_{pntc} + \sum_{p} N_{pntc} - (\sum_{p} X_{pntc} - \sum_{p} N_{pntc}) \\
RS_{mt} & = \sum_{p} X_{pntc} + \sum_{p} N_{pntc} - (NR_{pm} + DS_{mt} + SD_{mt})
\end{align*}
\]

To linearize the Ceiling term in Equation (1.6), non-negative variable \( XS_{pikt} \) is introduced and the Ceiling term is rewritten by:

\[
\left[ \frac{XS_{pikt}}{BS_{pikt}} \right] = X_{pikt}
\]

where the following constraint should be added to the main model.

\[
\frac{XS_{pikt}}{BS_{pikt}} \leq X_{pikt} < \frac{XS_{pikt}}{BS_{pikt}} + 1
\]

3. Computational Results
To validate the proposed model and illustrate its various features, a numerical examples with randomly generated data taken from the literature is solved by a branch-and-bound (B&B) method under the Lingo 8.0 software on an Intel® Core™i5 2.5 GHz Personal Computer with 4 GB RAM. The information related to this example is given in Tables 1 to 4. This example consists of four part types, four machine types and three periods, in which each part type is assumed to have three operations that must be processed, sequentially. Each operation can be processed on two alternative machines. The first part of Table 1 consists of the information related to cost of a unit idle time for each cell, warehouse capacity, available working time of workers in hours and the inflation rate only affecting on purchase cost of machines and outsourcing cost of part-operations.

The second part consists of the information related to cost of forming a cell, budget available to forming cells in hours and the inflation rate only affecting on purchase cost of machines and outsourcing cost of part-operations.

The first part of Table 2 presents demand for each part type in each period. Backorder cost per unit of each part type in each period and volume of one unit of each part type are two last columns in Table 2.

The first part of Table 3 contains the information related to inventory holding cost, production cost, number of part-operations outsourced before current planning horizon and received in the first period, and number of part-operations processed before current planning horizon and hold in warehouse. The second part presents the outsourcing cost of part-operations influenced by inflation rate 1.2 at period 2 and afterward. The third part presents the processing time of each operation for all part types. The fourth part presents setup costs for part-operations on each machine type.

The fifth part presents the number of workers required to process part-operations on each machine type. Furthermore, 100 units of part type 4 are backorders before current planning horizon.
For more simplicity, it is assumed that lead time for each operation of a part type, batch size to set up each operation of a part type on each machine type, intra-cell and inter-cell material handling cost per each part type in each period, and material handling cost between cells and warehouse per each part type in each period are equal to 1, 50, 2, 4 and 5, respectively. The outsourcing cost is influenced by inflation rate at period 2 and afterward.

Table 4 related to machine information consists of the machine time capacity in hours, number of each machine type available in machine depot before the first period, purchase cost of each machine type, machine variable cost, machine overhead cost, machine transferring cost between two cells, machine transferring cost between machine depot and a cell, and machine installing/uninstalling cost. The purchase cost of each machine type is influenced by inflation rate 1.2 at period 2 and afterward.

Table 3. Part information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>HCP</th>
<th>eP</th>
<th>INQ</th>
<th>ILSF</th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>fplm</th>
<th>u_plm</th>
<th>HR_plm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Machine information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TM</th>
<th>IND</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>βm</th>
<th>αm</th>
<th>δm</th>
<th>γm</th>
<th>INS</th>
<th>UINS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ P_{\text{CCI}} = (12)PC_{\text{CCI}}(t+1) \]

All the machines are to be grouped into maximum three fairly independent cells with the lower and upper sizes of 2 and 5, respectively. Maximum number of each machine type to be available in system is four. The balancing factor for the workload of a cell is considered as \( q_c = 0.3 \).

Reconfiguration can be implemented at the beginning of the second period to respond to the changing demand volume of production parts with fewer costs. The solution obtained with our model presented in this paper on the explained example is detailed out in the rest of this section.

Table 5 shows the machine assignments to cells for three periods. As can be seen, in the first period, cells 1 and 2 are formed to process the part-operations. For instance, one unit of machine types 1, 2, 3 and 4 are assigned to cell 1 in period 1 and fixed in that cell for successive periods. In the second period, cell 3 is also formed to increase manufacturing capacity of system. In the third period, no cell is added to system because the present capacity is enough to process the part-operations.

Before period 1, one unit of machine types 1 and 3 and two units of machine type 4 are available in machine depot. In period 1, all machines available in depot are transferred to cells. Furthermore, one unit of machine types 1 and 2 and two units of machine type 3 are purchased and assigned to cells. In period 2, one unit of machine types 1 and 3 and three units of machine type 2 are purchased and assigned to cells.
planning decisions driven by machine sourced in period 1 are received in period 2. For instance, orders 1, 2 and 3 are orders and no demand in period 2. In the second period, 209 units of operation 3 held in period 1 results in 310 units of backorders for period 3 and 4 in cell 2. Finally, all these 220 units are processed by operations 2 and 3 internally in manufacturing cells. Furthermore, 50 units of operation 3 outsourced in period 1 are received in period 2.

By considering 310 units of backorders and no demand in period 2, producing 270 units (220 units internally and 50 units externally) results in 40 units of backorders for period 3. In the third period, 140 units of operations 1, 2 and 3 are processed internally in manufacturing cells. By considering 40 units of backorders and 100 units of demand in period 3, producing 140 units results in satisfaction of demand for the third period.

To illustrate the inventory holding feature in the proposed model, we investigate the material flow of part type 1 in three periods. In period 1, there are 10 units of operation 1 in warehouse and there is no demand. In period 2, 30 units of operation 1 outsourced ago are received from which 5 units are processed by operations 2 and 3 internally. Then, 35 units of operation 1 and 5 units of operation 3 are hold for the next period. In period 3, 35 units of operation 1 available in warehouse are processed by operations 2 and 3 internally. Another 60 units are processed by all three operations in cells 2 and 3. Totally, these 95 units processed in period 3 and 5 units of operation 3 hold in warehouse meet 100 units of demand in period 3.

In the above configuration, parts can be produced on the different machines assigned to multiple cells (i.e., lot splitting). This is also shown through directed arcs in Table 7 representing the selected routings for all part types in three periods. A routing for a part is defined in terms of both the sequence of operations required and the machines visited to process operations, sequentially. For example, consider the material flow of part type 4. In the second period, operation 2 is processed by machine type 1 in cell 1 with quantity of 40 units from which 30 units are processed by machine 2 and the remaining 10 units are processed by machine 3 in cell 1 to complete processing operation 3. Then a form of lot splitting is done by dividing the production batch between two machines in a same cell.

In the third period, operation 2 is processed by machine type 4 in cell 1 with quantity of 50 units from which 40 units are processed by machine 2 in cell 1 and the remaining 10 units are processed by machine 2 in cell 2.
to complete processing operation 3. Then a form of lot splitting is done by dividing the production batch between two different cells. All operations of 50 units of part type 3 are entirely processed in cell 3 during period 3.

Hence, this batch of part 3 is processed without incurring the inter-cell material handling cost, but processing operations 2 and 3 of this batch on machines 1 and 2 incurs the intra-cell material handling cost.

Table 8 shows how part demands are satisfied for part types 1 to 4 through internal production, inventory holding and external outsourcing during the three planning periods.

Furthermore, unsatisfied demands are carried to next periods as backorders. Since the option of holding inventory is considered, the system can leverage the excess capacity of capable machines to start production of part types 1 to 4 during periods 2 and 3. By simultaneously considering all of the four strategies of production planning to satisfy the demand for all four part types, the model in this paper presenting the optimal production plan given in Table 8 shows a higher flexibility in satisfying the part demand in compare to previous studies.

Tab. 7. Optimal cell configurations, part-operation allocations to the machines and production planning decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells</td>
<td>Cells</td>
<td>Cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finished parts</td>
<td>Finished parts</td>
<td>Finished parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backorders from previous period</td>
<td>Backorders from previous period</td>
<td>Backorders from previous period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td>Part 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement to/from outsourcing</td>
<td>Movement to/from outsourcing</td>
<td>Movement to/from outsourcing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recurring movement → Intra-cell movement → Inter-cell movement

Tab. 8. Optimal production plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>backorder demand</td>
<td>operations production outsourcing warehouse</td>
<td>backorder demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from cell</td>
<td>from warehouse</td>
<td>from cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, the demand for part type 2 in period 1 is satisfied by manufacturing 100 parts, outsourcing 50 parts and using the 50 parts kept in inventory. Similar to part type 2, part type 4 also has to be outsourced in the third period to satisfy the demand. This can be due to insufficient machine availabilities and capacities for the required operations.

Finally, it is worth to mention that considering the manufacturing attributes, such as alternative process routing, purchasing machine, duplicate machines, machine depot, lot splitting, varying number of formed cells and the production planning decisions (i.e., semi-finished and finished parts inventory holding, semi-finished and finished parts outsourcing), backorders and internal part production creates flexibility in the integrated DCMS model to respond changing part mix and demands.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a comprehensive mathematical programming model for the dynamic cellular manufacturing system (DCMS) design integrated with production planning (PP) decisions and several manufacturing attributes is proposed. The model attempts to minimize the total costs related to cells, machines, part-operations, material handling, and PP decisions and incorporates a number of manufacturing attributes and practical constraints. These include alternative process routings, operation sequence, processing time, production volume of parts, purchasing machine, duplicate machines, machine depot, machine capacity, lot splitting, material flow conservation equations, inflation coefficient, cell workload balancing, budget constraints for cell construction and machine procurement, varying number of formed cells, worker capacity, holding inventories and backorders, outsourcing part-operations, warehouse capacity, and cell reconfiguration. Our presented model was capable to determine in each period over the planning horizon the following aspects: the optimal number of formed cells, the optimal number of each machine type purchased and assigned to each cell, the relocation of machines between two cells or between a cell and machine depot, the best processing route for each part type, the optimal production plan (PP decisions) for each part type, and the optimal material flow for each part type. Thus, with this work, we have demonstrated the effect of incorporating several manufacturing attributes in an integrated manner.

The performance of this model was illustrated by a numerical example. The solution from this example for the integrated model has shown that additional CM structural and manufacturing design features and PP decisions that were not integrated in previous research can be used by researchers and practitioners.

The presented model is still opened for incorporating other features, such as material handling in batch, introducing uncertainty in a part demand, machine availability and cost coefficients, multi-objective optimization, multi-level lot sizing aspects, group scheduling and group layout issues, and the like that suggested for future research. Since, the proposed mixed-integer non-linear programming model is NP-hard, we are going to develop heuristic or meta-heuristic methods to efficiently solve the proposed model for large-sized problems and generate several near-optimal solutions.
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